Matrix-filled microcavities in the emerging avian left-right organizer.
Hensen node of the amniote embryo plays a central role in multiple developmental processes, especially in induction and formation of axial organs. In the chick, it is asymmetrical in shape and has recently been considered to represent the left-right organizer. As mechanisms of breaking the initial left-right symmetry of the embryo are still ill-understood, analyzing the node's microarchitecture may provide insights into functional links between symmetry breaking and asymmetric morphology. In the course of a light- and electron-microscopic study addressing this issue we discovered novel intercellular matrix-filled cavities in the node of the chick during gastrulation and during early neurulation stages; measuring up to 45 μm, they are surrounded by densely packed cells and filled with nanoscale fibrils, which immunostaining suggests to consist of the basement membrane-related proteins fibronectin and perlecan. The cavities emerge immediately prior to node formation in the epiblast layer adjacent to the tip of the primitive streak and later, with emerging node asymmetry, they are predominantly located in the right part of the node. Almost identical morphological features of microcavities were found in the duck node. We address these cavities as "nodal microcavities" and propose their content to be involved in the function of the avian node by mediating morphogen signaling and storage.